EXPLORE THE
See sample work at
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BENEFITS

Pictured above: SolFocus solar panel animation. Pictured left: Lincoln cutaway animation.
Pictured right: Landis+Gyr Meter animation and pull apart still frame.

Save

No photography or videography is involved in creating your imagery.
This can save all the costs of specialized imaging equipment, skilled
operators, custom-built sets and specialty products that are consumed in the production of your imagery.

Inform

Inspire confidence in your consumers and sales representatives with
a clear demonstration of your product through animations of the key
features and benefits.

Impress

Pictured above: Landis+Gyr Meter animation. Technical animation demonstrating the data communication throughout a neighborhood to central station.

View samples of our work at www.trinityanimation.com

EXPLORE YOUR

PROJECT

Call or email us anytime with your ideas and we can work
with you to figure out the best solutions to fit your needs.
Our project manager is happy to discuss options and assist
with quotes and timelines to fit your budget and schedule.
No idea is too big and Trinity is always open to taking new
and challenging projects.

With the power to show your product in any setting with any finish
and with any style, the most mundane of topics can become eye
catching and impressive.

Expedite

Show your new products faster than photography or video. Trinity
can model products before prototypes are made and render them in
even the most difficult environments to display, from the middle of
the ocean to the center of the desert.
w w w . t r i n i t ya n i m at i o n . c o m

phone: 816-525-0103
toll free: 800-548-1578

sales@trinityanimation.com

www.trinityanimation.com

Pictured above: Sunlighten animation Pictured left: Colfax cut away graphic Pictured Bottom: Colfax pump animation Pictured right: Hitchhiker

Pictured above: Mastermover reference photograph

EXPLORE YOUR
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Pictured above: Triton Sawfish Product

OPTIONS

CHOICES
Weigh the benefits and drawbacks of choosing between
photography, in house design, and Trinity’s 3D opportunities
and the decision is clear. With Trinity, any environment, any
function, any effect can be displayed. From outer space, to
the size of a bracket the sky is not even the limit. You can
cover marketing imagery, animation, stylized presentations,
and anything else that may be needed with one company.

Thanks for a fantastic technical
marketing piece, guys!”
-Duke Hartman, Makai Ocean Engineering Inc

Explode

Surprise and excite your potential
clients with flashy effects and
up-beat motion.

Computer view

Slice

No project is too small or too big to discuss. Trinity is constantly
adding tools and applying new techniques to improve the process.
Trinity’s animators have a breadth of backgrounds which lend to a
creative and unique approach to different design challenges.
Consider the prospect of showing your product
as it’s not been seen before and contact Trinity today!
phone: 816-525-0103

X-ray

Make your product memorable with
an X-ray effect on your animation.

Trinity’s project manager and animators
work with you to explore the options
and assist in ideas for finding the most
cost effective and functional solutions
for your design and animation requests.

Imagine

Dream up a stylized or unique
way to display your product and
work with us to make it happen.

Before: Solidworks view

trinityanimation.com

Pictured above: Makaila Pipe animation Pictured middle: Colfax illustration Pictured Bottom: Colfax pipe rendering

Demonstrate the inner workings
of a product. Trinity can create slice
animations to cut to the important
interior elements and show them in
motion.

-Jennifer Edwards, Colfax Corp.

See sample work at:

Peel

Reveal the function and benefits
of difficult to view products.

“Trinity is fast, knowledgeable,
time effective, friendly, and
delivers high quality work.
I couldn’t ask for more!”

Above and below: Mastermover animation and rendering. Pictured Left: Triton Sharc

“Trinity helped us tremendously
with our rather complicated 3D
animation for submarine cable
laying. There were a lot of back
and forth revisions required, and
Trinity engineers spent some long
hours to get the job done and
make it look realistic.

www.trinityanimation.com
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